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WORKINGTON HALL. VIEW FROM NORTH-EAST.
PLATE I. (TO FACE P. I.)

ART. I.— Workington Hall. By JOHN
F.R.I.B.A.
Read at that place, August 24th, 1899.

F. CURWEN,

A most stately castle-like seat."—Camden.

L

EYLAND, the chaplain to King Henry VIII, in writing
about that " pretty fysher toun where shyppes cum
to, cawlid Wyrkenton," (written differently Wyrekinton
and Wyrkington) refers to the name as being derived
from a small brooklet called the Wyre ; but Chancellor
Ferguson more correctly points to it as the tribal settlement ton or tun of the Weorcingas. To this little fishing
village, unpolluted by any mineral excavations, came
Patric de Culwen somewhere about the close of the
twelfth century, to build for himself, most probably, a
rudely constructed aula of two or three rooms, thatched
with reeds or covered with wooden shingles, and
surrounded by a court-yard enclosed by a defence of
wooden stakes.
During the whole of this twelfth century, the borders
lapsed into a very unsettled state in consequence of the
contentions arising from the Scottish claims to the
sovereignty, and although for a short time peaceful
relations existed between the two nations in the middle of
the thirteenth century, war broke out again with renewed
vigour after the death of Alexander III, in the year 1296,
which lasted on and off up to the second half of the fourteenth century. Both before and after Bannockburn
(1314) the land was overrun by regular organised
expeditions under Bruce, and almost every homestead of
value was plundered and ravaged, if not entirely destroyed.
Amid all this the country knights soon learnt that fire
:» See Kemble's

The Saxons in England, vol. I, p. 477.

was
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was the great trouble in such desultory warfare, and when
they set about re-building they sought the strength and
fire resisting capabilities of the stone arch and of massive
stone walls, pierced only with small apertures. Pele
towers therefore sprang up all along the border, and
there is no question but that the De Culwen of the day
in like manner had to transform his residence into this
form. We have no certain knowledge of the date of the
erection of a pele at Workington, but we find that the
fourth Gilbert de Culwen received a licence to crenellate
his Hall in 1379.
Gilbertus de Culwen, miles quandam domum per ipsum ut dicit apud
manerium suum de Wirkyngton in com. Cumb. justa Marcham
Scotiæ muro de petro et calce edificatam firmare et Kernellare.

This certainly seems to point to the date of its completion, although such licences were very often granted
at a subsequent period to the erection, as proofs merely
of the legalization of the work.
The vaulted basement of this pele, fortunately exists to
this day. In referring to the plan it will be seen that
" The Judge's Hall " is surrounded by rough rubble walls
on three sides, some seven feet thick, whilst that on the
fourth side is nine feet six inches thick, all pierced with
narrow loops very widely splayed within, and although
the old vaulted ceiling is now gone, there is ample
evidence of it. The outside dimensions of the rectangular, with its length running as usual almost due east
and west, are forty-three feet by thirty=four feet, i.e. the
same length as the ne;ghbouring pele at Isell, and seven
feet wider, being as wide as the great pele at Askham
Hall. The entrance was clearly at the north-west corner,
marked A on the plan, on the west side of which, with
the kind assistance of Mr. Alan Curwen, I have been
fortunate in discovering, through a pointed archway, the
entrance
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entrance into the now blocked up well of the newel stair
which led to the solar and upper floors.
Here in the vaulted cellar the family would lay by its
winter store. During the autumn all oxen, sheep and
pigs, except a few store cattle, were slaughtered, for the
simple reason that in those days there was no winter food
to keep them alive. The flesh was preserved in tubs of
brine, or salted and hung, or potted and covered with lard
(hence the " larder "). In this vaulted cellar would also
be stored salted fish, oatmeal, and firkins of butter,
together with the inevitable barrels of beer. And it
would seem that, what with the fine cattle, salt pans,
coney warren, dove cote, large salmon fishery, and the
abundant sea fish, that this cellar would be always well
supplied.
The real fighting deck was not in this basement, as
some suppose, but on the summit of the pele, surmounted
by a crenellated parapet some four-and-a-half feet high,
from behind which the defenders discharged their missiles,
and poor cheer awaited the unfortunate marauder who
came within range. Nevertheless, it seems to me that at
one time the cellar nearest to the tower must have formed
an outer barbican for the protection of the entrance.
This will be the more clearly seen by an examination of
the early English arched doorway (marked B on plan)
which has its door reveal and wooden bolt on the inside.
Around the pele was a defensive curtain wall enclosing
the courtyard on the south and west sides, whilst on the
north and east, the elevated plateau slopes almost
precipitately down some seventy-five feet to the deer
park beneath.
But to return to the vaulted basement of the pele, it
was here that the lord held his courts, receiving both
suit and service ; here he administered justice according
to the powers granted to him by the crown, and to
these cellars, in later days before the town could boast
of
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of its own police court, came the prisoners, not only for
justice but also for confinement. To this day the gloomy
apartment goes by the name of " The Judge's Hall."
Such then was the habitation of the ordinary manorial
lord in the fourteenth century, grim and foreboding, which
though possessing the elements of strength and passive
resistance against assault, must have been a cramped,
dark and uncomfortable dwelling. But at the beginning
of the fifteenth century when times became more peaceful,
and property more secure, the lord was enabled to push
out a bit and gain more accommodation. So here at
Workington we find, built out beyond the barbican, three
other vaulted cellars, and over them the aula of one story
only, with high pitched and massive oaken timber roof.
It must have been a noble apartment, with an internal
measurement of fifty-six feet by twenty-two feet. This,
with the exception of the great hall at Wharton Castle,
(sixty-eight feet by thirty-five feet) is by far the largest
known example in the two counties, the hall at Askham
being only forty-four feet by twenty-three feet. Unfortunately, beside this nothing is known concerning it,
but we have historical record that the cellars beneath were
requisitioned for the imprisonment of the moss troopers
before their final dismissal from the country to exile.
With the gradual advance in refinement came the
establishment of permanent kitchens. Before, it was
usual for the preparation of the food to be performed at
the fireplace in the solar, parted off from my lord and
lady's board by an oaken screen, or else in an outbuilding
in the courtyard. So here we find, at the opposite end of
the hall to the dais, a wing of vaulted cellars placed at
right angles, over which there is no question that the
spacious kitchens once stood. No hall could be complete
without this important adjunct to hospitality, and the
board of a Curwen especially required it to be of large
dimensions, so here we notice the thick massive flanking
wall
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wall which speaks forth volumes of the spacious hearths
and open-mouthed flues which must have constantly
smoked for the cheer of the house.
The court from this time would gradually become
enclosed with out-offices and other buildings, and it would
seem that about the end of the sixteenth century, the
long wing to the south side, and a short one on the north
side, with an extra storey over the kitchen, were then
built, with some low buildings intervening between them
and the ancient Gate House.
Sir Henry Curwen was numbered with the knights who
mustered at Carlisle, in August, 157o, under the banners
of Radcliffe, Earl of Sussex, and Lord Scrope, to make a
foray into Scotland. Of this adventure it is said that
they returned not having " left a stone house standing
capable of giving shelter to armed men," and Sir Henry
brought back with him as a trophy the iron gates of
Carlaverock Castle to hang in this gateway, where they
continued to remain for upwards of some three hundred
years.
Unfortunately the front facade of the gate house has
been renovated, and the moulded arch-stones, at one time
like those on the inner side, have given place to plain
ashlar. Before the level of the courtyard was raised up
some four feet, it must have had a fine and noble appearance. To its credit, it retains the last remnant of the
stone mullioned Tudor windows, and by way of romance,
it contains the last raiment of John Christian Curwen,
an overcoat hung on a peg just as he left it before his
fatal illness in 1828.
It is impossible to chronologically trace the many
alterations and additions that have been made to the hall
within the last two hundred years. Alterations in fact
that have amounted to an almost re-building of the whole,
save the foundations and basement. John Christian
Curwen, who was owner from 1782-1828, was undoubtedly
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doubtedly responsible for the most part of them, with
Mr. Carr, of York, as his architect.
The massive walls of the upper portion of the pele
have, with the exception of the wall between the solar
and the library, been pulled down and re-built but thirty
inches thick, seemingly for the sole purpose of providing material for the new smoking room and library
which were erected against, and so as to hide, the only
remaining side of the ancient structure. Over the great
hall a suite of bedrooms and a geometrical stone staircase
to lead upwards to them were added ; whilst to effectually cover the ancient walls of the basement beneath,
some out-offices were incongruously stuck on, which by
the way have the further effrontery of blocking the old
terrace walk overlooking the park. Throughout, the
stone mullioned and latticed windows were destroyed to
make room for the modern fashion of the plate glass
sash.
The north wing seems also to have been completed and
raised to three storeys in height, and the gate house
smothered by an additional storey to the front buildings,
whilst the courtyard within, besides being raised, was
considerably reduced in size by the addition of a new
entrance hall to the western facade and a flanking
passage to the old southern wing. All of which, no
doubt were of considerable improvement as regards
comfort and arrangement, but still of very considerable
disfigurement to the architectural and ancient character
of the hall.
Over the front door is Sir Patricius' coat of arms
carved in stone, bearing date 1665, .and impaling those
of Selby, viz :—
t and 4 harry of ten
2 and 3 party per fess, six martlets counterchanged.

Within hangs a full length and life size portrait of this
Sir
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Sir Patricius, dressed in a slashed crimson doublet and
trunk hose, connected by embroidered points with gold
tags, scarlet stockings, crimson garters, and black shoes.
H.is collar and cuffs are of white point lace, and from his
richly gold embroidered sword-belt hangs a long rapier
with a gilded hilt. He is represented as holding a small
ring in his right hand, whilst in the upper left corner is
the Eye of Providence, with a small label painted on the
lower edge, bearing the inscription :
ASSPICE NE AD EQVATVS

Facing the front door is a large stone tablet, measuring
four by three feet, upon which are raised a crown and
four shields.
i.—The Royal Arms of England with those of Eleanor of Aquitaine.
z.—Ermine a chevron.
3.—Fretty, on a chief three escallops, Curwen differenced. <
4.—Paly of seven, on a chief three roundels.

This stone was removed by General Lane Fox Pitt
Rivers, from over the gateway to the Knight Templars'
Castle at Rhodes, and sent by him as a gift to the present
squire.
On either side are two coats cut in dark oak. The
one on the left being :—
r and 4. Pretty, a chief for Curwen.
2 and 3. A lion rampant lozengy for le Brun with crest and
motto.

and the one on the right,
z

and 4. Fretty a chief.

2 and 3. A lion rampant lozengy,
Impaling
In the absence of the tinctures, it is impossible to be certain that this coat is
Curwen. EDITOR.

i and 4
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and 4. On a chevron three mullets between ten cinquefoils,
6 and 4, for Carus.
2. Two bars, on a canton a cinquefoil and a crescent for
difference, for Preston.
3. A goat, on a chief two garbs, with the initials N.C.E.,*
1604, on a band beneath the whole.
t

In one of the rooms over the gateway there is a somewhat similar coat, cut in black oak, as follows :—
z. Fretty a chief.
and 3. A lion rampant lozengy
Impaling t and 4. Six annulets, 3, z, and i, for Musgrave of
Hartley Castle.
z and 3. Three swords conjoined at the pommels in fess, the
points extended to the dexter and sinister chief points and middle
base of the escutcheon : for Vipont. Over the shield a human
head, with the initials N.C.A. -~

t and

z

On mounting the staircase there is another shield over
the principal entrance into the salon, as follows :—
z and 3, a lion rampant with the usual
crest supporters and motto, whilst on the upper rail is raised
and gilded the initials.

t and 4. Fretty a chief,

ANó NEE 1603.

THE SALON.

On entering by the massive mahogany door, (all the
doors, throughout the house, by the way, were made out
of some mahogany shipwrecked on the Workington
coast), you enter the great hall, and opposite to you in
one of the modern sash windows, is preserved a fine old
piece of stained glass, bearing a coat of fifteen quarterings
as under :—
*Nicholas Curwen married for his second wife, Elizabeth, daughter and heir of
Sir Thomas Carus, of Hoghton, in Lancashire.
-- Nicholas Curwen married for his first wife, Ann, daughter of Sir Simon
Musgrave, of Hartley Castle, Westmorland.

1. Argent
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z. Argent fretty Gules, a chief Azure, for Curwen.
2. Azure a lion rampant Argent, guttè-de-sang langued and
armed Gules.
3. Sable a bend Ermine on a chief Argent three torteaux.
4. Blank (query if a shield argent).
5. Argent a chevron engrailed between three daws' heads
erased Sable.
6. Argent a cross engrailed Vert.
7. Argent two bars Azure within a bordure engrailed Gules.
8. Ermine a cross Sable.
9. Sable three pales Argent.
ro. Gules on a chevron engrailed Argent three dolphins Vert.
Ir. Argent an eagle displayed Sable beaked Gules.
22. Party per pale Or and Sable, a saltire engrailed.
23. Argent a lion rampant Azure crowned Or langued and
armed Gules.
14. Ermine an escutcheon of pretence Azure.
25. Argent fretty Gules, a chief Azure.
Impaling
z and 4. Barry of ten Or and Sable for Selby.
2 and 3. Party per fess Argent and Gules six martlets
counter-changed.

the whole is surrounded by its crest, supporters and
motto, with the date beneath of 1634.'
There is in the salon a beautifully wrought marble
mantel piece of the Corinthian order, which is said to have
come from some palace in Italy, with Apollo and the
nine Muses as a central carved panel. Above is a
mythological subject with a timepiece in the centre, and
it will be noticed that the man leaning forward to speak
across to the female, has, at his back, a cock, the signifigance of which I cannot determine.

*This will be the armorial atchievement of Sir Patricius Curwen, of Workington Hall from 1623 to 1664. He married Isabella, daughter of Sir George
Selby, of Whiteham, Durham. After the death of Sir Patricius, Lady Curwen
put up an hatchment in his honour. This gave great offence to Dugdale, the
famous herald, who threatened to come and forcibly depose it. I cannot find
that he did so, but the hatchment was probably a copy of " the atchievement "
here described. See Ferguson The M.P's of Cumberland and Westmorland,
P 345. EDITOR.

On
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On the walls at either end are two very fine full length
portraits, said to be by Romney, one of the heiress
Isabella, with a background of the Bell Isle House,
and the other of J. Christian Curwen, leading a horse,
which is supposed to have been painted in by Gainsborough.
There are also two beautiful pictures which seem to be
from Romney's brush, and painted to illustrate Hayley's
poem, " The Triumphs of Temper." In the first, Serena
is represented as passing to the " Dome of Spleen
through the Gulf of Indolence," in a boat propelled by
the evil spectre " Apathy," but her friendly sprite, LOVE,
still beckons to her with the encouragement to
" Embark undaunted ! on the farther side
Thou'lt surely find me, thy unfailing guide.
So place thee in the boat his arms direct,
My love shall watch thee, and my power protect."

In the second, Serena is seen under the Spell of
Romance,
"° Eager in fiction's touching scenes to find
A field to exercise her youthful mind ;
Possess't by Sympathy's enchanting sway,
She read, unconcious of the dawning day."

A little below is a portrait of " Galloping Harry," once
Lord of Workington, which, for a long time, hung with
its face to the wall, on account of his Roman Catholic faith,
and also for his having alienated as much of the unentailed
property as he could, to prevent its passing to the Protestant branch at Sella Park, who had, in his opinion,
wrongfully done him out of the estates whilst he
remained with James II. in exile. He owned a famous
horse called the " Curwen Barb," from whom many a
noted blood horse has descended. There is also on one
of
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of the end walls, a most speaking likeness of Henry, the
son of John Christian Curwen, portrayed in his favourite
pastime of literary study.
Passing through to the library, whose walls are incased
from floor to ceiling with a valuable collection of books,
we notice another marble mantle piece, the companion to
the one in the dining room. Here the carved panel
represents Old Saturnus trying to cut down the monument of Eternal Affection, which young Cupid is sturdily
supporting with his shoulder, happily resulting in old
Time breaking his scythe in the attempt. On the mantel
is an ancient travelling clock, which it is said was given
to the family by Mary Queen of Scots, in grateful
memory of her enforced stay at the Hall. And as relics
of John Christian Curwen, we notice his hunting horn of
boxwood, mounted with silver, whereupon is a hunting
scene and the date 1776 engraved. Close beside is a
glass electioneering goblet, engraved " Christian and
Liberty, 1786," and upon a table near by is his certificate
of the freedom of the city of Edinburgh.
The drawing room or solar of the pele, is entered from
the library, through the massive seven foot wall, being the
only side of the ancient tower existing, above the basement level. On the walls hang four large mirrors in
carved wood and copper frames, richly gilded, of the time of
Queen Elizabeth ; considering the date of their execution,
they certainly are very fine and large pieces of silvered
glass. The portrait hanging between the windows is of
Dr. Robert Curwen, a Cromwellian, who sat at Manchester,
as one of the sequestrators of the Royalists' estates.
But the most interesting object in the room is the small
glazed cabinet, which contains all the precious heirlooms
of the family. Here, there is the original deed made
between William de Lancaster I. and Gospatrick, exchanging Middleton, in Westmorland, for Lamplugh and
Workington
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Also the grant in 140o, from Henry, Earl
of Northumberland, to Sir William, of all their rights in
the manors of Wyrkington, &c., still bearing the two
seals of Northumberland and Hotspur, in red wax.t
Also the grant from Henry V. to Sir Christopher of the
Castle of Canny, in Caux, dated 3oth of January, 1419,
with a fragment of the large white wax privy seal
attached. I There is also a lease of this property for
seven years, in 1435, from Sir Christopher. Also a grant
dated 4th December, 25, Henry VI. from the King to Sir
Christopher, endorsed as follows : " In consideration of
his age, and the great service done to the late King, in
his wars of France, exempting him from serving in any
assize, &c., or for serving the office of sheriff, and several
other things."
Lying beside these is the silver seal of Sir Christopher,
some one and a half inches in diameter, and the silver
snuff box given by Cromwell to his general, Fairfax, on
his marriage with Miss Curwen. It is said that he came
down to Workington to,sequester the estates, fell in love
with Miss Curwen, and so reported favourably, with the
result that a heavy fine was imposed instead. On the
front of the snuff box is engraved a quartered coat.
i. A chevron between three griffins' heads.
2. Ermine a cross saltire.
3. Two bends.
4. A lion rampant.

whilst on the back is an engraving of Perseus and
Andromeda.
Side by side with Galloping Harry's silver drinking
flask, there is lovingly preserved in this cabinet the
drinking cup of Mary Queen of Scots, or " The Luck of
Printed in these Transactions, Vol. V. p. 312.
t Printed in these Transactions, Vol. V., p. 313.
*1 Printed in these Transactions., Vol. V. p. 313.

Workington
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Workington." It is a small cup of Scotch agate, some
two inches in diameter, brought by Lord Herries, from
Dundrenan Abbey, in the hastily packed basket of refreshments provided for the journey, and given by the Queen
as a parting gift to Sir Henry, with the hearty old English
sentiment of " Luck to Workington."
Around the walls of the dining room are fifteen very
clever paintings, made to represent plaster bas-reliefs.
They were executed by a young man of considerable
genius, whom John Christian Curwen encouraged, and
sent to Rome to study, but who died on the passage out,
before he had attained his twenty-first year. The one
over the mantle-piece represents the " Aldobrandine
Marriage," and the one over the sideboard is evidently
intended for the " Triumph of Bacchus."
The mantle-piece is worthy of very close attention,
being flanked on either side by columns of Blue John
Darbyshire Spar. The centre carved panel, the companion to the mantle-piece in the library, represents the
Three Graces sacrificing to Venus, with the monument
of Eternal Affection entwined with garlands.
The western portion- of the dining room, beyond the
columns, once formed a portion of the bedroom adjoining,
and it was in this spacious apartment that the unfortunate
Royal fugitive slept, in the month of May 1568. Miss
Strickland informs us that the Queen embarked with
Lord Herries, and sixteen of her train, in the secluded
little bay at the Abbey Burnfoot, and desired to sail to
France, but the wind and tide being contrary, the
little fishing boat was driven into the harbour of Workington, on a Sabbath evening. Here Sir Henry, being
the manorial lord of the district, at once conducted the
party to his own house, where they were met and
welcomed by Lady Curwen and the Dowager Lady, who,
it is said, provided the Queen and her ladies with a
change of linen, and such other articles of dress as could
be
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be rendered available for their use. Such was the first
scene of that tedious captivity which only terminated
with her death.
So here slept the Queen, and here slept I, dreaming of
the changeful scenes that have passed between its walls,
until the morning's knock made me startle, as if it was
the ghostly head of Galloping Harry bumping down the
stair. For the hall is not without its ghost story, and
terrible it is. It seems that when Galloping Harry was
nigh unto death, a French lady and her maid took him by
his heels, and pulled the old man down the stairs to a
lower room, where they seated him in a high-backed chair.
Telling the servants that their master was much better
and was not to be disturbed, they immediately decamped
with all the available jewelry, and embarked in a small
vessel from the harbour. Fifty years after, an old woman
appeared in Workington, and reported that she had been
the maid, that their vessel had been wrecked off the Scilly
Islands, her mistress drowned, the valuables lost, and
that she herself, having been saved by a French fishing
smack, had takeia the veil to find peace in a convent, had
now come back again to unburden her soul and die.
There is hanging on the staircase walls a curious portrait of Mary Stuart, presented by herself to Sir Henry
and Lady Curwen. It is in profile, and represents her at
the age of twenty-five, when the two and a half years of
bitter domestic trouble had tempered the brilliancy of her
beauty with a pervading shade of sadness. She wears a
loose gown of crimson brocade, slashed with satin longitudinal stripes, and edged with gold escallops. In place
of the ruff, she wears a straight collar, embroidered and
edged with gold, open in front to shew a pearl necklace,
white point tucker, and muslin kerchief. A small round
cap is placed at the back of her head, over which is thrown
a large transparent veil, edged and diagonally striped with
gold
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gold, which forms a graceful drapery, falling like a mantle
on her shoulders.*
On the wall opposite and below the stair, there is a
white marble head of Queen Mary, who with Philip
of Spain regranted all the Harrington estates back to
the family on the payment of '487. The deed which
was dated July ist, 1556, and which bore splendid
coloured portraits of the grantors, is now unfortunately
missing from the collection of valuable documents.
Here also is a portrait of William Dhône, or fair-haired
William, as William Christian was called. He sided
with the Manxrnen against the high spirited Countess of
Derby and her son, until the Restoration, when the
Countess seized upon William and condemmed him to be
publicly executed, after an illegal trial, by being shot at
Hango-hill, on the 2nd of January, 1662. The story is
well set forth in the appendix to Scott's Peveril of the
Peak. Close by is the portrait of a fine old lady, who
is said to be the grandmother of the heiress Isabella.
Upstairs, on the landing, there is hung the portrait of
Isabel, the wife of Patricius, holding in her hand young
Henry, who, born in 1621, died at his school in August,
1636. And many other family portraits, including Henry
and his sister, (the father and aunt of Isabella), painted by
I. Wollaston, in 1737, and of Eldred, who died in 1745.

This picture was exhibited at Carlisle, in the temporary museum formed on
the occasion of the visit of the Royal Archaeological Institute to Carlisle, in
1859. The catalogue of the museum, compiled by Messrs. Franks, Tucker,
and Way, says of it, "A local tradition was prevalent, that the Oueen had presented to him, (Sir Henry Curwen), this identical portrait, as a token of her
esteem of his hospitality, and it has been engraved for Miss Strickland's Lives
of the Queens of Scotland, adopting that tradition. It is, however, certain that
the portrait, which possesses considerable interest, and may possibly have some
resemblance to Mary, is not of her period : it may have been acquired by the
family in memory of so remarkable a royal visit." EDITOR.
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